
SALWAN JUNIOR SCHOOL, NARAINA VIHAR: NEW DELHI -110028 

CIRCULAR 

Subject: Subscription for magazine Primary Plus 

 SJS/ 017/ Cir./ 2024-25                                                                                                               15th May 24 

Dear Parents, 

We are excited to offer an excellent opportunity for your child to enhance their reading skills and 

develop a love for learning through a monthly magazine subscription. This magazine is designed to 

engage young minds with a variety of educational content, promoting reading, comprehension, and 

general knowledge. Sample of the same has been sent through your ward in the bag for your 

reference. 

1. Primary Plus LITTLE (for classes: Pre-Nursery / Nursery & LKG) LITTLE Primary Plus is a primary 
tool through which tiny tots explore their interests and express their joy. It involves learning through 
innovation and creative activities that motivate their tender minds. LPP makes the learning process a 
thrilling experience and kindles their curiosity. 

2. Primary Plus TURTLE (for class:  & I) 

This magazine offers an integrated approach to learning, focusing on an activity-based natural 
learning process. A magazine that helps a child to take a logical approach and includes physical, 
personal, social, emotional, and cognitive aspects of life. 

3. Primary Plus JUNIOR (for classes: II & III ) 

It encompasses thought-provoking activities to develop academic capacities that will help the 
students in their thinking process and to take up the challenges of life in this competitive world. 

4. Primary Plus YOUNG MINDS (for classes: IV & V) 

This magazine is a product of a decade of research from the Primary Plus Team. It helps the children 
in their emotional development through different stories and challenging activities. This is crucial for 
their intellectual development and mental health. 

Subscription Cost:  Rs.500/- per subscriber (From July to March)  

To subscribe, please fill out the consent form by 18th May 24 (Saturday). 

Click on the link: https://forms.office.com/r/FtkSEE0C1S 

 After the subscription the link to make the payment will be provided. This is a one-time payment for 

the entire subscription period. 

We believe this newspaper will be a valuable addition to your child’s educational resources. Thank 

you for your support. 

Best Regards, 

Mrs. Sonia Wadhwa 

Headmistress 

https://forms.office.com/r/FtkSEE0C1S

